
bib clip and cord

Redware™ Tableware

■   make “do-it-yourself”
bibs out of napkins,
towels, plastic film
or other materials

■   braided nylon cord with a spring
tension pinch clip at each end

■   long version has a sliding plastic
bead to make it length adjustable

 62-0200      short bib clip, pair  15.00 
 62-0201      long bib clip, each  10.00 

eating & drinking
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■   deep inner lip
keeps food from
sliding off the plate

■   bring utensil to the edge of the
plate and push the food onto the
utensil

■   9" (23 cm) diameter
■   dishwasher, autoclave and

microwave safe, except non-skid
version

 62-0100 plastic, red (not shown)  7.50 
 62-0110 plastic, light blue  6.50 
 62-0111 plastic, sandstone  6.50 
 62-0111-12 plastic, sandstone, 12 ea  72.50 
 62-0120 non-skid plastic, sandstone  10.00 

■   three 1½" deep compartments
keep food separated

■   two smaller sections each hold
6.75 oz; the larger one has a 12.6
oz capacity

■   high compartment walls help to
push food onto utensils

■   stackable with clear plastic lids for
easier transporting and storing of
food

■   8¼" (20 cm) diameter
■   dishwasher and microwave safe

 62-0130 partitioned dish with lid,  7.50 
sandstone

 62-0131 partitioned dish with lid,  7.75 
red (not shown)

■   non-skid base
■   combination plate/bowl

has a contoured lip that
can be used to help push
food onto cutlery

■   measures 6"W x 7½"L x 1¾"D on the high side
■   not recommended for microwave or dishwasher

 62-0140         non-skid dish, sandstone  6.25 
 62-0141         non-skid dish, red (not shown)  7.00 

 ■   studies show using tableware
in high-contrast color versus
the food and drink increases
intake

■   Basic Set contains scooper dish with non-skid base,
drinking cup and built-up fork and spoon

■   Deluxe Set includes partitioned scoop dish with lid,
inner lip plate, drinking cup and built-up fork and spoon

■   dishwasher safe,  except non-skid scooper dish

 62-0104 basic set  35.00 
 62-0105 deluxe set  45.00 

■   high rim and reverse curve on
one side aids in scooping food
onto utensil without spilling

■   dishwasher safe

 62-0150 bowl with suction base  7.00 
4½" diameter

 62-0160 plate with suction base  7.00 
6¾" diameter

 62-0161 plate, flat bottom  4.00 
6¾" diameter

■   prevents food from being pushed off the plate
■   clip onto any circular 9"-11" diameter plate
■   dishwasher and autoclave safe

 62-0170 plastic, translucent  4.25 
 62-0171 plastic, white  4.25 
 62-0172 stainless steel  17.50 

deluxe set

bowl/suction base

plate/suction base

plate/flat bottom

bottom view

scoop dishes

scoop plates and bowl plate with inner lip partitioned scoop dish

food bumpers

non-skid scoop dish
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